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1. INTRODUCTION

Discovering of various analytic structures in algebra spectra is a central theme in
uniform algebra theory. Recall that a subset of the spectrum is said to carry an analytic
structure if it can be provided by a structure, such that the restrictions of Gelfand trans-
forms of algebra elements are analytic functions on it. Various conditions for existence of
one or n-dimensional analytic structures in uniform algebra spectrum were discovered by
Bishop, Gamelin, Wermer, Aupetit, Basener, Sibony, Kramm and others. In [14] there are
given conditions that guarantee the existence of co-dimensional analytic structures, and in
[12] of generalized (in the sense of Arens-Singer) analytic structures in the uniform algebra
spectrum.

In 1979 Bear and Hile [3] obtained the following important version of famous
Bishop's theorem for one-dimensional analytic structures. Let U be an open subset of the
spectrum of a uniform algebra A, that does not meet its Shilov boundary. If there exists
a function in A, that is isolated-to-one on U, then there is an open dense subset R of U,
which can be given the structure of a one-dimensional complex analytic manifold such that
all the functions in A are analytic on R.

Here we extend Bear-Hile's result in two directions: for n-dimensional complex
analytic manifolds, n > 1, and for generalized (in the sense of Arens-Singer) analytic
manifolds.

2. FINITE-DIMENSIONAL ANALYTIC MANIFOLDS IN UNIFORM
ALGEBRA SPECTRA

Let A be a commutative Banach algebra over <C with unit. As usual spA will
denote the maximal ideal space (spectrum) of A and / denotes the Gelfand transform of a
given element / from A (i.e. f(m) = m(/) for any m € spA). The Shilov boundary dA of
A is the smallest closed subset of spA on which the Gelfand transforms of all elements of
A attains the maximum of their absolute values.

In 1975 Sibony [8] and Basener [2] introduced following important n-dimensional
generalizations of Shilov boundary of a commutative Banach algebra, to which we shall
refer as to Shilou-Sibony-Basener boundaries. Denote by V( / i , . . . ,fn) the vanishing set
of a given re-tuple ( / i , . . -, /„) over A, i.e.

V( / i . . . . , /„) = {m E spA : /i(m) = /a(m) = . . . = fn(m) = 0} .

For a given closed subset E of spA denote by AE the closure in C(E) of restrictions of
elements of A on E.



Definition 1 n-tk Shilov-Sibony-Basener boundary 3 ' " ' A of a commutative Banach

algebra A is the following subset of spA:

3l-U = [U{dAy{J, , ._, , : (/l,... ,/„-!) £ A""1}] ,

aAere A0 = {0} and A" for n > 1 t« the sit of all n-tuples of elements of A.

Note that Si1) A is exactly the Shilov boundary dA of A. It is easy to see that

c dWA c ata)^ c . . . c 91"' A c . . . C spA .

Till the end of this section A will denote a uniform algebra on X, that is, A is

a separating closed subalgebra of the space of all continuous complex-valued functions on

some compact Hausdorff space X. We assume that A contains the constants and the norm

of / is the maximum of | / ( i ) | on X.

We shall need some basic facts about Shilov-Sibony-Baaener boundaries of uni-

form algebras. In what follows bE will be the topological boundary of a given set E.

Lemma 1 [13, Theorem 2] For any F = ( A , . . . , /„) 6 A"

bF{spA) .

Actually n-th Shilov-Sibony-Basener boundary 9̂ ™' A is the smallest among all

closed subsets E in spA, such that F(E) 3 bF(spA), F € An (see [13, Theorem 3]).

Recall that a n-tupte F = (/i> • • - > fn) € An is reju/ar if the functions A i /*2, - • • t /n

do not have common zeros on -spA, i.e. if V(Ai • • • >/») = 0-

Lemma 2 for every regular n-tuple F = (A , • • • i fn) over -^ ' ^ e expression

1/2

(1)

nftaut.5 its minimum on 3'"'A.

Actually n-th Shilov-Sibony-Basener boundary d^A is the smallest among all

closed subsets of A, this minimum is taken on (see [9, Theorem 1]).

Recall that a set E C M is A-eonvex if E coincides with the set {m e spA :

\f(m)\ < maxmgE |/(m)|, all / G A}. In the case when E is A-convex then E coincides

with the spectrum of algebra Ag = [A\E\ [9, P- 95].

Lemma 3 [2, Corollary 1] Let K be a compact A-convex subset of spA\d^A. Then

3^>AK CbK.

For other specific properties of n-th Shilov-Sibony-Basener boundaries 9'") A see

Let F be a function that maps a topological space Y to another topological space

Z. Following Bear and Hile we aay that F is countable-to-one (or isolated-to-one) at a

point y from Y if the set F"1(F(y)) is at most countable (resp. is an isolated set). A map

F is countable-to-one (resp. isolated-to-ont) on Y if F is countable-to-one (resp. isolated-

to-one) at each point of Y. Now we extend two results by Bear and Hile from (3) to the

n-dimensional case.

Theorem 1 Let A be a uniform algebra. If F = (A, - • • i fn) 6 An, as a mapping from

spA to (C", it isolated-to-one or countable-to-one on an open subset U of spA\d^A, then

F is open on U.

Proof Assume first that F is countable-to-one but F is not open on U. Therefore there

exists an open set V C U and a point mg € V such that F{m0] e bF(V). It is clear that

for every closed neighbourhood AT C V of mo we have F(mn) € bF(N}. If JV is A-convex

then spAn = N and 3AN C bN [9, p. 359[. Moreover d^Ax C bN according to Lemma

3. Hence by Lemma 1 (applied to the algebra AN) F(m0) G bF{N) C F{d^AN). Thus

for any closed A-convex neighbourhood N C V of mo there exists a m^ £ bN for which

F(mN) = F(mQ). Since d^A D dA for any n = 1,2,..., JV C V C U C 5pA\a(rl |A C

spA\dA. As pointed out by Bear and Hile [3, Lemma 1] there are uncountable many mw

in U such that F(mjv) = F(m0) in contradiction with countability-to-one of F on U. This

proves the first part of the theorem.

Let now F be isolated-to-one on U. Any open V C U is a union of open sets JV

with N C U. By compactness argument F is countable-to-one (precisely finitely-to-onc!)

on every JV. Hence F is open on N according to first part of the theorem. Consequently

F(JV) is an open set for each JV with JV C U. Of course F(V) = UF(JV) is also an open

set. The theorem is proved.

Corollary 1 Let F = (A , . . . ,/„) € An be a regular n-tuple. If F is isolatid-to-one

or countable-to-one on an open subset U of spA\cJ'"'A then the expression (1) does not

attain its minimum within It.

Theorem 2 Let A be a uniform algebra. If F — (A, . . . , / „ ) e A" is isolated-to-

one on an open subset U of spA which does not meet d^A, then thtre exists an open

dense subset R of U which can be equipped by tht structure of a n-dimensional complex

analytic manifold such that all the functions in A are analytic on R. In fact F{m) is

locally uniformizing variable on R and every function in A is locally analytic function of

F[m) on R.

Proof Here and in Theorem 3 we shall follow Bear-Hiles ideas from [3]. By Theorem 1

F is open on ii. As an isolated-to-one continuous and open map of a locally compact



Hausdorff space to (En, F is locally one-to-one on a dense open subset R of U [see 3,
Lemma 2]. Therefore each point m0 € R has an open neighbourhood V C V C R of the
type

V = {me SJJA: |gj(m) -ffy(mo)| < *,ffj e i4,j = 1,.. . ,m, 6 > 0} ,

such that F maps V homeomorphically onto a closed subset K C <D " and moreover
/"(6V) = 6if. Hence F{m0) = (/i{m0),..., /n(m0)) e A"\iif and there exists a polydisc
A(F{mo),s) = { z £ l » : |zy - /y(m0JJ < e) lying in /f\6Jf. Consider the set

N = {m£spA: |/f(m) - /j(mo)| < e, Ijyfm) - 9j{ma) < (5, i = 1,...,n,

Clearly this is a containing in V 4-convex neighbourhood of m0. By Lemma 3 d("' (AN) C
bN and that is why the expression ||G(m)||, m £ JV, attains its minimum within 6JV for
every regular re-tuple G = (gu---,gn) € A%. Hence AF = A o F~ i | a ( F ( m o ) ,, is an
algebra of functions on the polydisc A(F{mo),e) C <C" and according to Lemma 2 n-th
Shilov-Sibony-Basener boundary of Ap is contained in b&(F(mo)tE). (Note that F(N) =
A{F[mo),e) and F(bN) = bA{F(mo),£) because of N C V). Since all the coordinate
functions Zj = fj o F~l(z) are in Ap so are all the polynomials. According to Sibony's
version of Wermer's maximality theorem [8, Theorem 8] then either Af C A(A(F(ma),t:))
and spAp — A(F(mo),E), or F{spAp) = bA[F(mo),e). Since the latter is not the case,
every function in Ap is analytic on A(F(THO),E). Consequently every function / in A
depends analytically on the variable F{m) = (fi[m),...,fn(m)) on N. The theorem is
proved.

3. GENERALIZED ANALYTIC MANIFOLDS IN UNIFORM ALGE-
BRA SPECTRA

Let F + be an additive subsemigroup of Q + = Rat[0,oo), containing E+. Denote
by r,j the generated by F + U (-T+) group provided with discrete topology and by G - the
dual group of F,i. G is a compact connected group and G ~ IV The G-plane is the cone
<Er; = [0, <x)xG/{0}xG over G with the peak • = {0}xG/{0}xG. The points of <Ea will be
denoted by w = Xg • G-dist with radius c in <EQ is the set AQ(C) = {w — Xg £ <DG : 0 < A <
c,g €: G}. We call polynomials on generalized variable w £ C<j all linear combinations over
<E of functions w" = (Xg)a — X"ga on w = Aff € ta where s" = ff(a) for all g e G. Because
of r + C flj+ we have w" = (w1)" so that all the functions w" possess arbitrary rational
powers. Given an open set U C <EG denote by Hol(U) the algebra of all analytic functions
on generalized variable w £ <to (or generalized-analytic functions) which by definition are
all complex-valued functions on U that can be approximated locally by polynomials on
u> G <C<-;. For a given compact subset K of (EG denote by A(K) the algebra of all analytic

on w functions on IntJf, that are continuous up to the boundary. The algebra A(Ac(l))
of analytic on w functions on K = Ac(l) was introduced and investigated by Arens and
Singer [10] in 1956. Actually they have considered X(AG(1) ) as a function algebra on G
in a slightly more general setting. Generalized analytic functions on arbitrary sets in (Do
have been investigated intensively during the last decade [6],[10],[11],[14]. Taken Z£+ for
F + we obtain G ̂  S1, <E<? ~ <Cl, ID" = Xn(eia)n = (\ei0)n and hence A(U) = Hol(tt)
for any domain ! / c C .

Let A be a commutative Banach algebra and let fl = {/°}oer+ be a multiplicative
semigroup of elements from A. Spectral mapping of fi is the following mapping:

rn : spA -* <E

where gm is a point from G, defined as

= \fl(m)\g

& = J»(fl) = r{m)l\r(m)\, gm{-a) = gm{a) .

Note that for any m e spA
/ " H = (ro(m))". (2)

In the classical case (when F + a ffi+) ro(m) = fl(m) and (2) means simply that /"(m) =
(f1(m))n. Spectrum of 0 is the full image cr(fl) of fn, i.e. a(U) = rn{spA). In [11] and
[14] several aspects of spectrum o(Cl) are discussed.

Next theorem extends Bear-Hile's result for generalized-analytic (in the sense of
Arens-Singer) case.

Theorem 3 Let A be a uniform algebra and let fl be a multiplicative subsemigroup of
A, algebraically isomorphic to an additive subsemigroup F + of Q + , containing Z5+. // the
spectral mapping rn : spA —* <C<7 it isolated-to-one on an open subset U of spA\dA, then
there exists an open dense set R C U which can be equipped by structure of a generalized-
analytic manifold (with respect to generalized variable w € Co), such that all the functions
in A\R depend analytically on w. In fact Tfj(m) is a locally uniformizing variable on R and
tvery function in A\jt is locally analytic function on 7"n(m).

Proof By [3, Theorem 1] rn is open on U. As an isolated-to-one continuous and open
map of a locally compact Hausdorff space to <CC, Tn is locally one-to-one on a dense open
set R C U (see [3, Lemma 2[). Each point mo from R therefore has an open neighbourhood
V c R of the type

V = {m € spA : \g3{m) - < S, g} e A, j = 1 , . . . , m, S > 0}

such that Tn maps V homeomorphically onto a closed subset K of <Eo, by which Ta(bV) =
bK. Since T^(m0) £ K\bK, there exists a neighbourhood Q = {w e <Ca • \v>'H -
(Tn('rio])<1'| < £1 « = 1,...,», ay £ F+} lying in K\bK. Consider the set

N = T^{Q) nV ={mespA: |/Ol(m) - / a ' (m 0 ] | < e;

6



ISyM - aMo)\ < «; » = 1 n; j = 1 m} .

Clearly V is an A-convex neighbourhood of m0 that lies in V. By the local maximum
modulus principle (e.g, [5, Theorem 8.2), d(A-ff) C bN and consequently any / from
AN attains its maximum modulus within 6JV. Hence AQ = A ° rn'if} is an algebra of
functions on Q C <Ec which Shilov boundary is contained in bQ. By (2) fa(tnl(v>)) =
(Tiir(i 1(u )))a = •""• Therefore AQ is a maximum modulus (with respect to bQ) algebra on
Q containing all the functions u)a,a €i F + and dAq C bQ. According to the generalized
version of Rudin's theorem (see [12, Lemma 1]), AQ C A[Q), i.e. every / in A is analytic
function (on w € <CG) on Q- The theorem is proved.
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